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Understanding DB2 9 SecurityIBM Press, 2006
Understanding DB2 9 Security is the only comprehensive guide to securing DB2 and leveraging the powerful new security features of DB2 9. Direct from a DB2 Security deployment expert and the IBM® DB2 development team, this book gives DBAs and their managers a wealth of security information that is available nowhere else. It presents real-world...
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Java(tm) for S/390® and AS/400® COBOL ProgrammersMC Press, 2000
Written by mainframe and midrange professionals George Farr and Phil Coulthard, Java for S/390 & AS/400 COBOL Programmers is designed to help COBOL programmers make the jump to Java. It teaches COBOL programmers how to read and write Java programs and helps them understand the concepts necessary to continue to improve their Java skills. Rather...
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Building the E-Service Society: E-Commerce, E-Business, and E-Government (IFIP International Federation for Information Processing)Springer, 2004
Building the E-Service Society is a state-of-the-art book which deals with innovative trends in communication systems, information processing, and security and trust in electronic commerce, electronic business, and electronic government. It comprises the proceedings of I3E2004, the Fourth International Conference on E-Commerce,...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn the fundamental algorithms and protocols for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks
Advances in wireless networking and mobile communication technologies, coupled with the proliferation of portable computers, have led to development efforts for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks. This book focuses on several aspects of wireless ad hoc...
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Electroactive Polymers for Robotic Applications: Artificial Muscles and SensorsSpringer, 2007
Electroactive polymers (EAPs) respond to electrical stimulation with large deformations. They are dynamic actuators which have attracted attention from an interdisciplinary audience of engineers and scientists. An enabling EAP technology is emerging which attempts to imitate the properties of natural muscle and which, as a result, can perform a...
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Acres of Skin: Human Experiments at Holmesburg PrisonRoutledge, 1999
In the first expose of unjust medical experimentation  since David Rothman's Willowbrook's Wars, Allen M. Hornblum  releases devastating stories from within the walls of Philadelphia's  Holmesburg Prison. For more than two decades, from the mid-1950s  through the mid-1970s, inmates were used, in exchange for a few  dollars, as guinea pigs...
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Beet-Sugar HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The first all-in-one reference for the beet-sugar industry

	

	Beet-Sugar Handbook is a practical and concise reference for technologists, chemists, farmers, and research personnel involved with the beet-sugar industry. It covers:

	* Basics of beet-sugar technology

	* Sugarbeet farming

	* Sugarbeet...
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Tietz's Applied Laboratory MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Using a problem-based approach, Tietz's Applied Laboratory Medicine, Second Edition presents interesting cases to illustrate the current use and interpretation of the most commonly available clinical laboratory tests. The cases present detailed descriptions of the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of disease. The book...
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Handbook of Anticancer Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	Leading investigators synthesize the entire laboratory and clinical process of developing anticancer drugs to create a single indispensable reference that covers all the steps from the identification of cancer-specific targets to phase III clinical trials. These expert authors provide their best guidance on a wide variety of issues, including...
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DWDM Network Designs and Engineering SolutionsCisco Press, 2002
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions

Design Software Included


* Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in an optical fiber
* Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
* Learn about the effects of noise in signal...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Boukerche is well-known and established international researcher in the field of wireless mobile networks and distributed systems. This is one of the first publications to focus on wireless ad hoc and sensor networks with a concentration on algorithms and protocols providing you with a comprehensive resource to learn about the continuous advances...
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Fermilab: Physics, the Frontier, and MegascienceUniversity of Chicago Press, 2008

	
		Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, located in the western suburbs of Chicago, has stood at the frontier of high-energy physics for nearly forty years. Since 1972, when the laboratory’s original particle accelerator began producing the world’s highest-energy protons for research, the government-supported scientific...
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